It has been suggested that anorexia nervosa (AN) may be related to obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). There is also the idea that certain obsessive personality traits are frequent in patients with AN. In this paper we aimed to organize the literature concerning the nature of the relationship between AN and obsessive pathology, both as OCD and as obsessive personality traits and to suggest new research topics in the future, as well as pointing the main methodological difficulties in previous studies.
Introduction
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is an eating disorder (ED) characterized by marked fear of weight gain, which can lead to states of extreme malnutrition. It has often a prolonged course and important medical and psychiatric comorbidities [1] . Lifetime prevalence is estimated to be from 1.2 to 2.2% in the female gender, being about ten times less frequent in males [2] .
Since many decades ago it is suggested that AN may somehow be related to obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). There is also a classical idea about personality traits like rigidity, perfectionism and meticulousness being frequent in patients with AN [3] .
It is estimated that 20 to 40% of AN patients present OCD and 20 to 30% present obsessive-compulsive personality disorder (OCPD). [4] In this paper we will analyze the nature of the relationship between AN and obsessive psychopathology, both as OCD and as obsessive personality traits, by means of a brief narrative review of articles specifically concerning the relationship between these entities.
We conducted a review of articles indexed in Medline, via Pubmed, using the search terms "anorexia nervosa", "eating disorders", "obsessive", "compulsive", and "obsessive-compulsive disorder", selecting articles written in English published up to February 28 th , 2018, resulting in a pool of 712 articles. After analysis of title and abstract, articles specifically addressing comorbidity between AN and OCD or OC personality traits or about explanations linking these conditions were selected, resulting in the final selection of 23 relevant articles which were included in this paper.
Relationship between anorexia nervosa and obsessive-compulsive disorder
As stated before, OCD is considered a frequent comorbidity of AN. According to a cross-sectional study with 101 female adolescents with AN, 16.8% had a diagnosis of OCD as comorbidity [5] and according to a retrospective study with 56 AN patients, 37.5% had the diagnosis of OCD during their lifetime [6] . In Table 1 , we present a summary of studies under assessment, including date of the publication, analyzed sample, key findings and strengths of the studies as well as their main limitations.
Regarding obsessive-compulsive symptoms, in a study with 324 patients with AN, 68% of those with AN restrictive subtype and 79.1% of those with AN binge-eating/ purging subtype had lifetime history of OC symptoms. There were no differences to the control group of OCD patients in the frequency of somatic and symmetry obsessions. The OCD group had higher frequency that the AN group in other dimensions of OCD symptoms, namely aggressive, contamination or sexual obsessions and checking, repeating and counting compulsions [7] .
In other study with 18 patients with AN and 16 patients with OCD, there was similar frequency of obsessive-compulsive symptoms in both diseases, with similar scores in the Yale Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) scale. However, OCD patients endorsed in a wider range of obsessions and compulsions, whereas AN patients had more frequently symptoms related with symmetry and order [3] .
Regarding the impact of OC symptoms in AN, in a group of 30 patients with AN and 30 patients with bulimia nervosa (BN), the presence of OC symptoms was associated with the severity of the ED [8] , and in other study with 24 patients with AN evaluated at different time, it was observed a tendency to the reduction of the Y-BOCS score as the patient's weight recovered [9] .
In a case-control study with 254 patients with ED and OCD and a control group composed of 254 with ED without OCD, an improvement in obsessive symptoms was responsible for a significant variance in the improvement of ED symptoms. From other perspective, the improvement in ED symptoms mediated completely the improvement of obsessive symptoms. These results indicate that ED and OC symptoms may have a reciprocal relationship, influencing each other [10] .
Considering the overlap of symptoms seen in patients with AN and comorbid OCD, it is also suggested that individualized forms of treatment tailored to answer both clusters of symptoms could improve the prognosis of these patients and possibly shorten the duration of treatment [11] .
In a study of 56 inpatients with comorbid ED and OCD, the authors utilized an exposure and response prevention programme tailored both to obsessive and eating symptoms, attaining reductions both in ED and OC symptoms [12] .
Obsessive personality and anorexia nervosa
There is a vast amount of scientific literature describing rigidity, perfectionism, inflexible cognitive style and meticulousness as traits that are frequently found in personalities of patients with AN. We should also note that many of these characteristics are central in the OCPD, defined by the preoccupation with order and perfection and the need of mental and interpersonal control at the expense of the openness to experience [11] .
Especially in AN restrictive subtype patients, these characteristics of obsessive personality are frequently present, as seen in the need to center on details, rigid alimentary rules and calorie counting. The need for perfection is also present, in the constant search for the supposedly perfect body weight and shape [13] .
These personality traits are important to the outcome of AN. A systematic review points in this direction, considering that the presence of obsessive compulsive personality traits leads to a worse prognosis in AN and moderates the outcome of this disorder [14] .
Within these obsessive personality traits one of the most described in the literature is perfectionism. In a study with 39 patients with ED, there were higher levels of concern over mistakes and pure personal standards [15] . In a case control study with 86 patients with AN, 86 healthy controls and 68 patients with other psychiatric diagnosis, it was observed that perfectionism was associated to a high risk of developing AN [16] .
In another study with 116 patients with AN, 32 healthy sisters of those patients and 119 healthy controls, the authors reached the conclusion that AN patients had more obsessive personality traits in childhood comparing to other groups. The authors also found a relationship between the number of obsessive traits in childhood and actual psychopathology, including body image distortion [17] .
Considering patients which have already recovered an healthy body weight, there can still be observed characteristics like the need for order and precision, as demonstrated in a study with 20 patients with AN, already recovered from their ED and 16 healthy controls, where patients with previous AN related higher perfectionism levels on Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI), greater Y-BOCS score and greater overall perfectionism in a Frost Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale [18] . In other study with 17 patients with AN, when evaluated 3 years after recovery of the eating psychopathology, high levels in OC symptoms scales were observed in comparison with healthy controls [19] .
Neurobiological data
In line with the data presented so far, supporting some association between AN and OCD, a genetic analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms in 28 candidate genes in a population of 110 patients with AN, 74 patients with OCD and 91 healthy controls, preliminary data pointed towards a partial genetic background between the two disorders, particularly in genes related to serotoninergic and glutamate pathways and in genes related to neurogenesis [20] .
In other study, made with data from a national patient registry, 8462 patients with AN and 19814 patients with OCD were included, and it was concluded that individuals with AN had relative risk of 9.6 of developing OCD. In this same registry, analysis in twin models showed a moderate but significant genetic overlap between AN and OCD. However, the authors also state that there must be specific genetic factors of each disorder and environmental risk factors that contribute to their etiology [21] . In other study, 152 patients with AN and 574 first degree family members of those patients were compared to a group of healthy controls and their respective relatives. The authors evaluated lifelong presence of anxiety disorders and OCD, and it was observed that these were more frequent in family members of patients with AN, including OCD and OCPD [22] .
From a biochemical point of view, it is suggested that in OCD there is an increase in serotoninergic function related to avoidant behaviors and a diminished function related to disinhibited like behaviors, such as recurrent violent thoughts. In a parallel way, also in ED, there may be an increase of indicators of serotoninergic function related with food eviction, such as in AN restrictive subtype and diminishing of that function in cases of disinhibited and impulsive eating behaviors, such as in BN. According to this model, both disorders could be placed on a continuum where in one extreme the disorders are characterized by avoidant symptoms and in other extreme by insufficient inhibition [23] . Also in functional neuroimaging with magnetic resonance there were similar findings in patients with AN and OCD during provocation with ordering and symmetry symptoms [4] .
Conclusions
According to the analyzed data, we can look at obsessive-compulsive psychopathology in AN from several perspectives. One is related to the frequent obsessive person-ality traits, which are found before the onset of the ED and are also found after recovering and maintaining a healthy weight. However, it is also of note that OC symptoms increase during periods of worsening ED, associated with phases of greater malnutrition.
From a neurobiological point of view, the available evidence seems to suggest there is a partial genetic background between AN and OCD, considering however that there are probably other variables, namely environmental risk factors and disorder specific gene risk explaining the differences between these disorders.
In terms of future research, it would be important to have a better definition between obsessive personality traits and obsessive-compulsive symptoms, individualization of ED syndromes in patient samples and continue the neurobiological study of these conditions, in order to characterize their putative link. Also, many of the analyzed studies used small size samples, leading to the need of replicating these results in studies with larger samples. To better clarify the relationship between obsessive personality traits and AN, studies with longer follow-up after nutritional recovery will be needed. Retrospective analysis with larger samples and recourse to information provided by family members could help clarify the data about pre-morbid personality traits in these patients. 
